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AN AMAZING WORD OF EMPOWERMENT FROM THE MOST HIGH: 

BELIEVER, what is stopping you? Have I not given you the POWER? Is the POWER that I have given you not the same that I 

gave MY SON? Haven’t you seen the glimpses of MY POWER in you when you took up a posture of prayer and brought your 

supplications to me directly? I know you recall when you were surprised how fast a return came to you once you brought your 

concerns and requests to me with a pure heart. I LOVE a pure heart. You sincerely wanted to have MY Will dominating every 

aspect of your life, you wanted to be productive but in ME, and you sought ME as I have asked you to with thoughts of fulfillment 

at the forefront of your heart. I saw it. I saw that spark of BELIEF. And I saw that moment when your eyes sparkled like a child 

come to his parent for a reward, a treat for good choices and behavior. I saw it and it brought joy to ME and so I quickly released 

your desires and you received them with great wonders and a child-like heart. I long to see that again. I long to feel how your 

heart beat when you completely knew that I was there to see after your every concern and desire. Do not abandon your FAITH. 

Don’t look to life to fulfill you. This life has many ups and downs, many peaks and valleys. This life only serves to prepare you 

for ME in the eternal. Therefore, do not assume your capabilities and liberties are what cause you to prosper, for as soon as 

you are comfortable in that mindset and spirit something will be removed, taken away, lost, broken. TRUST ME. I AM ABBA. I 

AM your CREATOR and MY LOVE for you never ceases and when all else is gone or elusive I AM Exclusive to you. My LOVE 

is specific to your needs, to what you need. No one else can build you or tear you down for you are in ME. I AM The ONE WHO 

grants, gives and gifts. I have granted you MY POWER to decree and establish MY Divine Order into the earth. What is it that 

I have told you? That I have given? Say it. Say it back to ME and say it with the authority I Granted you. What divine abilities 

have I given you and made you knowledgeable of? Claim expertise. Do not be afraid of their faces. Your credentials come from 

above. Do not let anyone set you in a corner. Stand in the middle of the room and speak and do as I have gifted you! 


